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Intrada's latest Signature Edition release features Terry Plumeri's action-military 
score to the 1999 feature Black Sea Raid (known on DVD as Special Forces). For 
this score, Plumeri needed music which would convey the Russian military element 
as well as that of the covert mental state of the leading character. He also needed 
a theme which possessed the flexibility that would allow a unified transformation 
from the tension filled mind of a CIA agent to his developing love interest in the 
beautiful Russian scientist. Recorded with crystal clarity by The Russian State 
Symphony Orchestra, the orchestra successfully translated Plumeri's sonic 
architecture into this dramatic, action-packed score. 
 
In Black Sea Raid, Covert CIA agent Rick Halsey (Daniel Bernhardt) assembles a 
team of close friends and former special forces operatives to rescue a Russian 
nuclear scientist (Marina Mogilevskaja) held in a mental institution. After the team 
rescues her, she joins them in their search for a stolen nuclear missile before it is 
sold on the black market. Their ensuing journey is a series of intense conflicts with 
the Russian military as well as Chechen terrorists—on land, sea and air—in a 
desperate struggle to prevent an international crisis. 
As a bonus, this CD features "Dusk," the second movement from Plumeri's concert 
piece, "Two Poems for Dance." One of Plumeri's favorite compositions from a 
harmonic point of view, "Dusk" was his first complete composition. Although the 
original instrumentation was that of two violins, viola, cello and double bass, 
Plumeri was quite confident that the piece would work very well with a full-sized 
string orchestra and was recorded as such at the end of the Black Sea Raid 
recording sessions. 
 
Intrada's premiere release is mastered from the original session masters and 
features the complete score. 
 
This Intrada Signature Edition is limited to 1000 units. 
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